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On the effect of confined fluid molecular
structure on nonequilibrium phase behaviour
and friction†
J. P. Ewen, *a C. Gattinoni, ab J. Zhang,a D. M. Heyes,a H. A. Spikes a and
D. Dini a
A detailed understanding of the behaviour of confined fluids is critical to a range of industrial
applications, for example to control friction in engineering components. In this study, a combination of
tribological experiments and confined nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations has been used to
investigate the effect of base fluid molecular structure on nonequilibrium phase behaviour and friction.
An extensive parameter study, including several lubricant and traction fluid molecules subjected to
pressures (0.5–2.0 GPa) and strain rates (104–1010 s1) typical of the elastohydrodynamic lubrication
regime, reveals clear relationships between the friction and flow behaviour. Lubricants, which are
flexible, broadly linear molecules, give low friction coefficients that increase with strain rate and pressure
in both the experiments and the simulations. Conversely, traction fluids, which are based on inflexible
cycloaliphatic groups, give high friction coefficients that only weakly depend on strain rate and pressure.
The observed differences in friction behaviour can be rationalised through the stronger shear localisation
which is observed for the traction fluids in the simulations. Higher pressures lead to more pronounced
shear localisation, whilst increased strain rates lead to a widening of the sheared region. The methods
utilised in this study have clarified the physical mechanisms of important confined fluid behaviour
and show significant potential in both improving the prediction of elastohydrodynamic friction and
developing new molecules to control it.
Introduction
To reduce energy consumption and thus CO2 emissions it is
necessary to increase the energy efficiency of engineering
components and an important way to achieve this is to design
lubricants to decrease friction. Many lubricated engineering
components include elements that roll and slide together, for
example; rolling bearings, gears, constant velocity joints and
cam/follower systems.1 In these components, much of the
friction loss is in the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL)
regime, where a very thin (omm) lubricant film is sheared at
very high strain rate (104–1010 s1) and pressure (0.5–2.0 GPa)
between non-conforming contact surfaces.2 Generally, low friction
is desirable in order to increase efficiency; however, in some
components, such as traction drives, high friction is required
and can be obtained using bulky ‘traction fluid’ molecules.3
Despite extensive research, the prediction of friction in the EHL
regime remains a considerable challenge, primarily because of
the combination of extreme pressure and strain rate which need
to be reproduced without an uncontrollable temperature rise. As
a result, there is still disagreement regarding the most appropriate
rheological model to describe the behaviour of lubricant films in
rolling-sliding contacts under EHL conditions.1
Friction in the EHL regime is significantly affected by the
molecular structure of the base fluid.3 To predict EHL friction,
one must also consider how the extreme conditions affect the
behaviour of the lubricant molecules. Increasing the applied
hydrostatic pressure generally increases the viscosity of confined
lubricants.2 High viscosity, in combination with high strain rate,
leads to very high shear stress and this can also significantly affect
the lubricant rheology through, for example, shear thinning.1
There is also growing evidence to suggest that very high shear
stresses can lead to nonequilibrium phase transitions which result
in deviations fromCouette flow.4–6 However, such phase transitions
have proved difficult to capture experimentally and neither the
physical driving force behind them, nor their influence on the
friction behaviour, is yet well understood.2,6
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Confined nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)
simulations have proved a valuable tool with which to investigate
the friction behaviour of thin films of a range of fluids.7–12
Significant advantages of confined NEMD simulations include
the fact that atomic-scale effects (e.g. phase transitions) can be
identified and that the friction behaviour emerges naturally
from the simulation, rather than being parameterised into the
model.2 Also, thermostats can be applied to control the large
local temperature rises13 which complicate experimental
investigations.1 Confined NEMD simulations of Lennard-Jones
fluids have revealed that liquids can transform, at steady state,
into ordered, solid-like regions in coexistence with disordered,
liquid-like regions.14,15 Such systems exhibit non-affine flow,
whereby the solid-like and liquid-like regions have different
average strain rates; a phenomenon known as ‘shear localisation’
or ‘shear banding’.2
Comprehensive parameter studies have revealed many
forms of shear localisation in single-component Lennard-Jones
fluids, with different locations of the liquid-like and solid-like
regions depending on the applied conditions.2,16,17 When the
applied conditions yield shear localisation, the friction coefficient
of Lennard-Jones fluids no longer shows the usual increase with
strain rate; an observation which has also been made for traction
fluids above their limiting shear stress.18 In addition to Lennard-
Jones fluids, shear localisation has also been observed in
experiments and NEMD simulations of a range of systems,19
including granular beads,20 glasses,21,22 colloids,23,24 and polymer
melts.25,26 In the field of tribology, shear localisation has only been
experimentally observed in very viscous model lubricants, such as
polybutadiene and polyphenyl ethers (e.g. 5P4E).27–33 However,
there is currently a growing consensus that the phenomenon
may also be important for more realistic lubricants under extreme
conditions, for example those experienced in the EHL regime.4–6
In NEMD simulations of binary mixtures of Lennard-Jones
particles, crystallisation was suppressed and only liquid or
glassy phases were formed.2 In these binary systems, the friction
coefficient increased linearly with log(sliding velocity),2 as is
frequently observed for realistic lubricants, such as polyalphaolefin
(PAO), under EHL conditions.1,18 In this case, the friction–strain
rate behaviour can be adequately described using stress-promoted
thermal activation theory,34 according to the rheological models
of Eyring.35 It has also been suggested that the Carreau36 or
Carreau–Yasuda models,36,37 which were developed for polymer
shear thinning, can be used to predict the friction–strain rate
behaviour of lubricants in the EHL regime.1
An underlying assumption in current models for EHL friction
is that, in the absence of thermal effects, or until a critical strain
rate is reached, the rheological properties of the lubricant do
not vary through its thickness. This is implicit in applying
the Eyring35 or Carreau–Yasuda36,37 shear thinning models to
predict friction in the EHL regime since they generally assume
that the film is subject to Couette shear (i.e. the strain rate is
the same as the macroscopic velocity gradient). Thus significant
modifications of these models may be required where there
are deviations from planar Couette flow, such as shear
localisation.1
In this study, tribometer experiments and NEMD simulations
have been used to investigate the effect of base fluid molecular
structure, pressure and strain rate on nonequilibrium phase
behaviour and friction in the EHL regime. NEMD can simulta-
neously probe both the friction and flow behaviour within the
EHL film, but is limited to high strain rates (4107 s1) to
achieve a satisfactory signal to noise ratio within the available
computational resources.10,38 Experimental friction data serves
the dual purpose of providing insights into the behaviour at
lower strain rates (o107 s1) as well as some validation of the
NEMD results. This study represents an important step towards
utilising NEMD simulations, supported by experiments, to
provide information which is critical to; (i) improve macroscale
models for EHL friction, and (ii) design new molecules to
control EHL friction.1
Methodology
Tribometer experiments
Test fluids. In this study, twomodel lubricants were compared
with two traction fluids. Squalane (2,6,10,15,19,23-hexamethyl-
tetracosane) is a linear C24 alkane with six methyl branches that
has commonly been employed as a model lubricant in both
experiments and NEMD simulations.38–40 Bis[2-ethylhexyl]decane-
dioate or diethylhexyl sebacate (DEHS) is an example of a synthetic
ester oil41 and its alkyl groups can be varied in order to modify its
friction behaviour.3 2,3-Dimethyl-2-[(3-methylbicyclo[2.2.1]hept-
2-yl)methyl]bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane (DM2H) and 2-methy-2,4-dicyclo-
hexylpentane (DCMP) are both traction fluids, which have been
specifically designed to give high friction even at low speed in
traction drives.3 Squalane (Sigma Aldrich), DEHS (Sigma Aldrich),
DM2H (Idemitsu Kosan) and DCMP/Santotrac 2000 (SantoLubes
LLC) are all well-characterised, monodisperse fluids which are free
of any additives; their molecular structures are shown in Fig. 1. In
this manuscript, the term ‘lubricants’ is used to refer to fluids
chosen to generally give low friction (squalane, DEHS), while
‘traction fluids’ will be used to refer to molecules chosen to give
high friction (DM2H, DCMP). It should, however, be noted that
traction fluids also serve a lubricating function.
Methodology. Rolling-sliding EHL friction tests were carried
out using a minitraction machine (MTM2, PCS Instruments,
UK). In this tribometer, a ball is loaded and rotated against the
flat surface of a rotating disc immersed in lubricant at a
controlled temperature. The ball and disc are driven by independent
motors to enable any combination of sliding and rolling. The drive
motors, applied load and temperature are all computer-controlled,
and friction is measured from a load cell attached to the ball
drive shaft.18
The main test conditions are listed in Table 1. The choices of
load, entrainment speed and slide-roll ratio are explained
further below. The MTM2 has a maximum load of 75 N and
at this load themean Hertz pressure in steel/steel contacts cannot
exceed 0.8 GPa using a ball-on-flat contact with the smallest ball
that can be accommodated. In order to obtain higher contact
pressures in a ball-on-flat contact, tests were therefore carried out
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using tungsten carbide (WC) balls and discs whose high elastic
modulus gives a significantly higher contact pressure than steel
at the same applied load.18 Details of the materials, radii, applied
loads and corresponding mean Hertz pressures for ball-on-flat
contact are shown in Table 2. An EHL ball-on-flat contact
produces a pressure distribution that is close to ellipsoidal, with
a maximum pressure in the centre of the contact that is 1.5 times
the mean pressure.
In each test, the fluid temperature was increased from 30 1C
to 120 1C in 10 1C increments and at each temperature a
‘traction curve’ was measured. This consisted of measuring
the friction while progressively increasing the slide-roll ratio
(SRR) from 0 to 0.5 in 24 stages. The SRR is the ratio of the
sliding speed, vs, to the entrainment speed, U. If v1 and v2 are
the speeds of the ball and disc surfaces respectively, vs is the
difference in speed between the two surfaces, (v1  v2) while U,
which was held constant at 2.5 m s1, is the mean speed of the
surfaces with respect to the contact, (v1 + v2)/2. In EHL, the
lubricant film thickness depends on U, but not on vs, so a
traction curve describes how EHL friction increases with sliding
speed at a fixed film thickness.18 The traction curves can be very
simply converted to a curve of shear stress versus strain rate by
dividing the measured friction by the applied load to obtain the
mean shear stress, and dividing vs by the film thickness, h, to
determine the strain rate. In this study, only the data at 80 1C
were used for comparison with NEMD results. Measurements at
other temperatures were made to enable correction of the
influence of shear heating on friction, as described below.
A feature of EHL contacts is that, because of the combination
of high strain rate and high pressure, a large amount of energy
is dissipated within the lubricant film and this can lead to large
rises in local film temperature.42,43 This should be accounted
for when interpreting EHL friction results and was achieved
here by calculating the mean fluid film temperature rise due to
shear and then correcting the measured friction data back to
their bulk test temperature values.1 Because sets of shear stress
versus strain rate data were collected at several test temperatures
for each fluid and load, these could be combined to determine
the dependence of the shear stress on temperature at a fixed
strain rate. From this information, it was possible to correct the
measured shear stresses back to the bulk test temperature.1,44
Further details of the interpolation thermal correction procedure
are shown in the ESI.† It is important to note that the correction
was not used to determine values of shear stress at the bulk test
temperature a priori but only to correct the original shear stress
measurement. Moreover, the correction is generally relatively
minor for the small temperature rises that are considered in this
study (maximum thermal correction accounted for was 10 1C).1,44
Fig. 2 shows sets of raw and thermally-corrected mean shear
stress versus strain rate curves for squalane and DM2H at 80 1C.
The minor thermal corrections applied significantly alter the
friction behaviour of the lubricants, maintaining a linear
increase in the shear stress with log(strain rate), which would
otherwise tail off as a result of shear heating.1 Conversely, the
same thermal correction procedure does not significantly
change the shear stress in the traction fluids, since their shear
stress is almost independent of temperature.3,18
The composite surface roughness was 12 nm for the steel
ball and disc and 16 nm for the WC ball and disc. For all four
fluids tested, the EHL film thickness was greater than 80 nm at
the entrainment speed of 2.5 m s1 and a temperature of 80 1C
(Table 1). Therefore, the film thickness was always at least five
times greater than the composite surface roughness, ensuring a
full EHL fluid film with negligible asperity contact.3,18
NEMD simulations
Model details. Classical, all-atom NEMD simulations were
performed using LAMMPS.45 The MD equations of motion were
integrated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm with a time step
of 1 fs. All the systems were constructed using the Materials and
Fig. 1 Molecular structures of the base fluids investigated; lubricants –
squalane (a), DEHS (b) and traction fluids – DM2H (c), DCMP (d).
Table 1 Conditions for tribometer experiments
Entrainment speed, U 2.5 m s1
Slide-roll ratio, SRR 0–0.5
Film thickness, h 80–500 nm
Strain rate, _g 104–107 s1
Temperature, T 30–120 1C
Mean pressure, FN 0.55–1.75 GPa
Table 2 Contact materials, radii, loads and corresponding mean Hertz
pressures for ball-on-flat contact
Materials Ball radius/mm Applied load/N Mean pressure/GPa
Steel/steel 19.05 20.0 0.55
Steel/steel 19.05 50.0 0.75
WC/WC 19.05 15.0 1.01
WC/WC 19.05 30.0 1.27
WC/WC 12.70 22.7 1.51
WC/WC 19.05 75.0 1.73
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Processes Simulations Platform (MAPS) from Scienomics SARL.
The systems consisted of a lubricant film confined between
atomically-smooth iron oxide (a-Fe2O3[100]) slabs, a representative
model for steel contact surfaces.46 It is important to note that
the shear localisation behaviour critical to this study can only be
captured in NEMD simulations if the shearing process is
boundary-driven, rather than imposed directly on the fluid
molecules.25 WC surfaces were not considered in the NEMD
simulations since the high pressures, which necessitated the
use of WC surfaces in the accompanying experiments, could be
readily achieved using iron oxide slabs, for which well-tested,
accurate MD parameters are available.46 The x, y, z dimensions
of the slabs were approximately 5.5  5.5  1.5 nm.
An example system is shown in Fig. 3. The systems contained
a fixed number of molecules (600–1040 depending on fluid) to
give a film thickness of approximately 15 nm at the lowest
pressure considered (0.5 GPa). The total number of atoms in
these systems was approximately 60 000. To make this wide
parameter study (Table 3) computationally feasible, the simulated
film thickness was much lower than in the accompanying
experiments (Table 1). However, in this study, the results from
the experiments and NEMD simulations are expected to be
directly comparable. This is because, apart from for very small
film thicknesses,11 and in the absence of boundary slip,46–51 the
shear stress measured in bulk and confined NEMD simulations
are virtually indistinguishable.7,46,52 Thus the difference in film
thickness between the simulations and experiments is not
expected to influence the shear stress results. To ensure the
validity of this approach, some of the systems were also tested
with half and double the normal film thickness. At equal strain
rate, these systems gave the same shear stress result within the
statistical uncertainty, as shown in the ESI.†
The a-Fe2O3 slabs were restrained in the corundum crystal
structure using harmonic bonds with a spring constant of
25 kcal mol1.46 Forces between the iron oxide and fluid atoms
were governed by Lennard-Jones and electrostatic interactions; the
Fe and O parameters used were similar to those developed by Savio
et al.46 and Berro et al.53 to study the behaviour of alkane films
confined between a-Fe2O3 surfaces, and are given in the ESI.†
Interactions between the fluid molecules were represented
with an updated form of the all-atom ‘optimized potential for
liquid simulations’ force-field,55 L-OPLS-AA.56 In L-OPLS-AA,
both bonded and non-bonded parameters have been updated
for several atom types to provide a more realistic description of
Fig. 2 Thermally-corrected (filled symbols) and raw (open symbols) mean shear stress versus log10(strain rate) for; a representative lubricant, squalane
(a) and a traction fluid, DM2H (b) at 80 1C. The thermal correction was only applied when calculated fluid film temperature rise was o10 1C.
Fig. 3 Representative system setup for the confined NEMD simulations of
squalane at 80 1C, after compression (1.0 GPa), before sliding. Iron atoms
are shown in pink, oxygen in red, carbon in blue and hydrogen atoms are
not shown for clarity. Rendered using VMD.54
Table 3 Conditions for NEMD simulations
Sliding speed, vs 0.5–100 m s
1
Film thickness, h 12–16 nm
Strain rate, _g 107–1010 s1
Temperature, T 80 1C
Mean pressure, FN 0.50–2.0 GPa
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long-chain alkanes56 and, more recently, alcohols and esters.57
More details of the molecular dynamics force-field used, as well
as validation for the molecules used here, are shown in the ESI.†
Fast-moving bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained
with the SHAKE algorithm.58 Lennard-Jones interactions were
cut off at 12 Å56 and electrostatic interactions were evaluated
using a slab implementation of the particle–particle–particle–
mesh (PPPM) algorithm,59 with a relative force accuracy of 105.
‘Unlike’ interactions were evaluated using the geometric mean
mixing rules.55 Although the computational expense of all-atom
force-fields is much greater than for simplified united-atom
variants, it has been shown that they are critical for obtaining
accurate experimental viscosities of long-chain alkanes.60 It is
therefore expected that the friction behaviour of these molecules
will only be accurately reproduced by all-atom force-fields.56
Moreover, all-atom force-fields have also been shown to be
critical to obtain liquid–solid phase transitions in strongly
confined fluids which agree with experimental observations.61
Simulation procedure. First, fluid molecules (600–1040)
were randomly inserted between the slabs to achieve a density
comparable to the fluids under ambient conditions using the
‘Amorphous Builder’ tool in MAPS. The entire system was then
energy minimised. The pressure was increased by giving a
normal force to the outer layer of atoms in the top slab while
keeping the outer layer of atoms in the bottom slab fixed in z
(purple box in Fig. 3). The pressures, FN, considered were
between 0.5–2.0 GPa, to provide an envelope for the experimental
data, with upper and lower limits slightly above and below those
covered in the experiments (Table 1). During the compression
phase, a global Langevin thermostat62 with a damping coefficient
of 0.1 ps was applied in all directions and the systems were
allowed to equilibrate at 80 1C in order to match the experiments.
Initially, the slab separation varied in a damped harmonic
manner, so sliding was not applied until a constant average slab
separation was obtained and the average hydrostatic pressure
within the liquid film reached its target value.10 These compression
simulations were generally around 2 ns in duration.
After compressive oscillation became negligible, a shear
velocity gradient was imposed on the system by means of a
constant velocity, vx = vs/2 applied to the outermost layer of
atoms in each slab (purple box in Fig. 3) in the x direction.2
Sliding simulations were conducted until the mean shear stress
reached a steady state. The necessary simulation time was between
2–50 ns, with lower sliding velocities, vs, requiring longer
simulations. For all of the sliding velocities considered, the
shear stress reached a steady state after 5–10 nm of sliding
distance (see ESI†). The values of vs applied were between
0.5–100 m s1,52 yielding strain rates of approximately
107–1010 s1 for the film thickness simulated (Table 3).
Although lower NEMD strain rates are desirable to overlap with
those used in the tribometer experiments (o107 s1), they are
not yet practical for extensive parameter studies using accurate
all-atom force-fields.10 Heat generated during the sliding simulations
was dissipated using a Langevin thermostat62 acting only on the
middle 1 nm of the iron oxide slabs (green box in Fig. 3), applied
in the spanwise direction (y) i.e. perpendicular to both sliding
and compression.63 This approach is known to be more physically
meaningful than applying the thermostat directly to the confined
fluid, which has been shown to significantly affect its behaviour
under sliding conditions.64 In the context of temperature rise in
experimental EHL conditions, this approach is similar to removing
the effect of bounding surface flash temperature rise, but leaving
the effect of temperature rise within the lubricant film due to finite
thermal conductivity (see ESI†).1 However, for the thin films
simulated here (h E 15 nm), the latter was also relatively
small and only became significant at the highest strain rates
considered.13
Previous NEMD studies have shown that the boundary
thermostatting method applied here was effective in controlling
the temperature of confined molecular fluids at similar sliding
velocities.13,65 However, the NEMD shear stress data can only be
considered as isothermal at up to sliding velocities of 20 m s1
(_g E 109 s1), where there is no observable temperature rise
within the film above the thermal noise.65 The temperature in
the centre of the film17 increased by approximately 10 1C at 40m s1
and 30 1C at 100 m s1; these temperature rises depended only
weakly on the pressure and fluid. For the lubricants (squalane,
DEHS), this temperature increase lead to a decrease in the shear
stress at the highest sliding velocities considered (open circles in
Fig. 4). Conversely, for the traction fluids (DM2H, DCMP), the
temperature rise had a negligible effect on the shear stress, which
is more weakly dependent on temperature.3,18
Results and discussion
Friction behaviour
The variation in mean shear stress with pressure and strain rate
was measured in both tribology experiments and in NEMD
simulations, allowing a much wider parameter space to be covered
than would be possible through either technique independently.
The shear stress in the NEMD simulations was monitored through
the mean lateral (friction) force acting on the outer layer of atoms
in the top and bottom slabs in response to the fluid.53,66
Fig. 4 shows the variation in the mean shear stress with
log(strain rate) for the lubricants (squalane, DEHS) and traction
fluids (DM2H, DCMP) at 80 1C, under several applied mean
pressures. Note that experimental data have been thermally-
corrected to isothermal conditions as described in the Metho-
dology (Fig. 2) and ESI.† NEMD data with filled symbols are
isothermal whilst those at the highest strain rates, with a
detectable film temperature rise, are shown as open circles.
Fig. 4 shows good agreement between the thermally corrected
experimental data (_g o 107 s1) and the NEMD simulation data
(_g 4 107 s1) for most of the fluids and applied conditions
studied. In the experiments, there will be significant variation in
the conditions within the macroscopic contact,67,68 which cannot
all be captured in a NEMD simulation limited to the nanoscale.6
However, the general agreement found between the experimental
and NEMDmean shear stress results for the fluids and conditions
studied here suggests that NEMD simulations performed under
average conditions for the contact are sufficient to reproduce the
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important trends. Similar conclusions have been drawn from
experimental comparisons between microscopic local viscosity
measurements and more conventional global average viscosity
measurements for contacts under EHL conditions.67,68
Fig. 4 shows that the mean shear stress varies significantly
with the applied load as well as the strain rate for all of the
fluids studied. The friction behaviour is markedly different
between the lubricants and the traction fluids. For the lubricants
(Fig. 4a and b), the thermally-corrected experimental data and
NEMDmean shear stress data are in excellent agreement. Generally,
the lubricants show a linear increase in shear stress with log(strain
rate), as predicted by the Eyring model.35 This behaviour has
been consistently observed in previous experiments and NEMD
simulations of lubricants.1–3,66 At the highest pressures considered
(41.5 GPa), there is a sharp increase in experimentally measured
shear stress with log(strain rate) at low strain rates (o105 s1), due
to viscoelastic accommodation of strain by the surface in the entry
zone of the contact, in response to the very steep friction increase
in this region.3,69 However, at higher strain rates (4105 s1), the
experimental shear stress shows the same linear increase with
log(strain rate) as observed at lower pressure.
The traction fluids (Fig. 4c and d) give much higher shear
stress than the lubricants, particularly at low strain rates; however,
the slope of the shear stress with log(strain rate) is shallower
than for the lubricants. In both the simulations and the experi-
ments, the slope of the shear stress with log(strain rate) (i.e. the
Eyring stress) generally increases with increasing pressure for
the lubricants, and decreases with increasing pressure for the
traction fluids, as has been noted previously.69 At low strain
rates (o105 s1), the traction fluids also show a sharp increase in
shear stress with log(strain rate) due to viscoelastic accommodation
of strain,3,69 but this occurs at lower pressure (0.55 GPa) than for the
lubricants. There is good agreement between the experimental and
NEMD simulation mean shear stress data for the traction fluids at
low pressure (r0.55 GPa). At higher pressure, the trends in the
NEMD and experiments are similar, but the mean shear stress
value, as well as the slope of the shear stress with log(strain rate), are
overestimated in the NEMD simulations relative to the experiments.
Possible reasons for these discrepancies are discussed later.
The critical strain rate transition, _gc, above which shear
thinning is observed, and below which there is a Newtonian
plateau (i.e. where the viscosity, Z, is independent of _g), typically
occurs at _g E t1, where t is the longest relaxation time at
equilibrium (in the absence of shear). This is usually trot, the
rotational relaxation time.38 The experimental data probes both
the Newtonian plateau and the shear thinning regime for the
fluids and conditions considered. The high strain rate NEMD
data are mostly in the shear thinning regime, but the transition
Fig. 4 Mean shear stress versus log10(strain rate) for the fluids at: 80 1C and 0.5–2.0 GPa; squalane (a), DEHS (b), DM2H (c), DCMP (d). Thermally-
corrected experimental data shown as filled diamonds. Isothermal NEMD data shown as filled circles, NEMD data with a temperature rise shown as open
circles. NEMD data time-averaged for the final 10 nm of sliding. Error bars for NEMD data represents maximum variation between independent
trajectories for some state points. Error bars for experimental data represent the uncertainty from the thermal correction. Data from higher applied
pressures are shown in darker colours.
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to the Newtonian plateau can be seen for the lubricants at
0.5 GPa at the lowest strain rates considered (E107 s1).
The variation in the friction coefficient with strain rate is
also shown to make comparisons between different applied
pressures easier.2 The friction coefficient, m, was obtained using
the extended Amontons–Coulomb law under the high load
approximation: FL/FN = F0/FN + mC m. FL and FN are respectively
the mean lateral (friction) force and normal force acting on the
outer layer of atoms in each slab, and F0 is the load-independent
Derjaguin offset representing adhesive surface forces. The
validity of this approximation was confirmed by ensuring that
a linear fit of FL as a function of FN gave an insignificant value of
F0.
10 The trends evident in Fig. 5 are statistically significant;
when reproducing some of the NEMD simulations with different
starting configurations, but the same parameters, the maximum
difference between the friction coefficient between independent
trajectories was approximately 10%. Error bars are omitted from
Fig. 5 for clarity.
The friction coefficients for the lubricants (Fig. 5a and b)
generally increase linearly with log(strain rate) and also
increases with the applied pressure. This type of behaviour is
commonly observed in experiments and NEMD simulations of
lubricants under EHL conditions.1–3,66 Interestingly, the slope
of the friction coefficient with log(strain rate) decreases with
increasing pressure, as has been observed in NEMD simulations
of binary Lennard-Jones mixtures.2 Similar observations have
also been made in recent NEMD simulations of n-hexadecane
confined between a-Fe2O3 slabs at high pressure.
66 Consequently,
the friction coefficient at 0.5 GPa exceeds that at 2.0 GPa at very
high strain rates (42  109 s1).
Although the friction coefficient of the traction fluids
(Fig. 5c and d) also increases linearly with log(strain rate), it
does so with a much lower slope than for the lubricants. This
behaviour is similar to that observed in NEMD simulations of
single-component Lennard-Jones fluids subjected to high
pressures.2,16,17 The traction fluids generally gave much higher
friction coefficients than lubricants, particularly at low strain
rate. The friction coefficient at 0.5 GPa exceeds that at 2.0 GPa
at much lower strain rates (4108 s1) for the traction fluids
than for the lubricants (42  109 s1). The high friction from
the traction fluid molecules can be attributed to interlocking of
the bulky cyclohexane and bicyclo[2.2.1]heptyl groups DCMP
and DM2H respectively.70 This, coupled with their internal
molecular stiffness,71 increase energy barriers for neighbouring
molecules to slide over one another,35 leading to high friction.3
Flow behaviour
The physical state of fluids in the EHL regime is still largely
unresolved, owing to experimental difficulties in probing the
contact zone under the extreme conditions.2 The nonequilibrium
Fig. 5 EHL friction coefficient versus log10(strain rate) for the fluids at: 80 1C and 0.5–2.0 GPa; squalane (a), DEHS (b), DM2H (c), DCMP (d). Thermally-
corrected experimental data shown as filled diamonds. Isothermal NEMD data shown as filled circles, NEMD data with a temperature rise shown as open
circles. NEMD data time-averaged for the final 10 nm of sliding. Error bars are omitted for clarity. Data from higher applied pressures are shown in darker
colours.
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phase behaviour of the fluids can be directly probed using
velocity and atomic mass density profiles from the NEMD
simulations.2,16,17 Although not part of this current study, experi-
mental velocity profiles for these fluids are also currently under
investigation using recently developed techniques.30–33 The
NEMD velocity and atomic mass density profiles are spatially
and time averaged to improve their signal to noise ratio. The
profiles are both shifted such that a z-coordinate of zero is at the
centre of the fluid film. The velocity profiles generally reach a
steady state after 5–10 nm of sliding, depending on the fluid and
conditions.
Fig. 6 shows how the x-velocity profile in the z-dimension,
vx(z), and the atomic mass density profile in the z-dimension,
changes with the applied pressure for a representative lubricant,
squalane. At 0.5 GPa (Fig. 6a), a Couette flow profile develops,
with a linear velocity gradient between the two slabs. The outer
molecular layer of fluid moves at the same velocity as the
wetting a-Fe2O3 slabs, indicating that no boundary slip occurs
(see ESI†). The oscillatory atomic mass density profile indicates
strong layering of the squalane molecules close to the surface
and weaker layering in the centre of the film. These profiles are
similar to those from NEMD simulations of thin n-hexadecane
films confined by a-Fe2O3 slabs at high pressure.
9,66 At 1.0 GPa
(Fig. 6b), there is stronger layering of the fluid extending further
from the slabs, suggesting the formation of an ordered, solid-
like region close to the slabs, with a liquid-like region in the
centre of the film. The flow profiles in Fig. 6 confirm the transition
to a ‘central localisation’ (CL) phase, with the solid-like regions of
the fluid moving at the same velocity as the slabs and a steeper
velocity gradient within the central liquid-like region than for the
Couette flow case. CL is one of the nonequilibrium phases
identified in previous confined NEMD simulations of Lennard-
Jones fluids,2,16,17 and has also been observed experimentally for
5P4E.27–29,32 At 2.0 GPa (Fig. 6c), the molecular layering is even
more pronounced, and extends further into the centre of the film.
Thus, the system shows stronger CL, with thicker solid-like regions
moving with the slab and a steeper velocity gradient in the central
liquid-like region. It is important to note that the strong layering
extends much further into fluid than is directly influenced by the
solid slab (Lennard-Jones interactions cut off at 12 Å). It is not
possible from these simulations to definitively show the physical
state of the solid-like region, whether glassy or fully crystalline; this
will be investigated in future studies. The change in the velocity
profiles with pressure, moving from Couette-like to increasingly
strong CL, is similar to that observed experimentally for viscous
5P4E at lower temperature, strain rate, and pressure.32
Fig. 7 shows how the x-velocity profile in the z-dimension,
vx(z), and the atomic mass density profile in the z-dimension,
change with the applied pressure for a representative traction
fluid, DM2H. The trends for the traction fluids are similar to
those for the lubricants, but they show greater divergence from
Couette flow under the same conditions. Even at 0.5 GPa
(Fig. 7a), DM2H shows weak CL, with layering of the molecules
close to the surface resulting in a sinusoidal velocity profile. At
1.0 GPa (Fig. 7b), the traction fluids show much stronger CL,
which is similar to the lubricants at 2.0 GPa (Fig. 6c). At 2.0 GPa
(Fig. 7c), the traction fluids show ‘plug slip’ (PS), another phase
identified in confined NEMD simulations of Lennard-Jones
fluids.2,16,17 Here, the velocity profile shows that shear localises
close to the slabs and the density profile indicates strong
layering throughout the film.16 During PS, the first molecular
layer still moves at the same speed as the slab and ‘slip planes’
form within the second and third layers.16 Note that PS is
distinct from the boundary slip behaviour, which is commonly
observed in NEMD simulations of very thin films (see ESI†).9 PS
has been observed experimentally for viscous polybutadiene30,31
and has also been inferred from film thickness measurements
in realistic mineral oils.4,5
Fig. 8 shows the change in the velocity profile with sliding
velocity for a representative fluid, DM2H. The width of the
Fig. 6 Atomic mass density (blue) and velocity (orange) profiles for
squalane at: 80 1C, 20 m s1 ( _g E 109 s1), and; 0.50 GPa (a), 1.00 GPa
(b), 2.00 GPa (c). Time-averaged for the final 5 nm of sliding.
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central liquid-like region increases with sliding velocity from
5–100 ms1, as has been observed previously for Lennard-Jones
fluids undergoing CL.2,16,17 This is intuitive given that, at
higher sliding velocities (strain rates), there is increased shear
heating in the centre of the film.17 At the lowest sliding
velocities considered (0.5–2.0 ms1), the lower signal to noise
ratio in the velocity profiles makes it difficult to definitively
state the flow behaviour.
In the confined molecular fluids simulated here, the none-
quilibrium phase behaviour is broadly similar to that observed
in NEMD simulations of Lennard-Jones fluids.2,16,17 As the
pressure is increased, molecules are forced closer together,
and eventually localisation of the shear becomes energetically
favourable to global shearing of the film. Under the relatively
high strain rates accessible through NEMD, this generally
manifests as CL, but the transition to PS was also observed
for the traction fluids at the highest pressures considered.17
The results of this study suggest that, precluding excessive shear
heating, shear localisation will arise in any confined molecular
fluid providing that the pressure is sufficiently high.2
The shear bands form parallel to the confining walls in these
and, to our knowledge, all previous NEMD simulations which
have investigated this phenomenon.6 Conversely, bands have
been observed at a 201 angle to the confining surfaces in
experiments using 100 mm thick 5P4E films,28 which was later
supported by theoretical predictions.29 The bands in the NEMD
simulations probably form parallel to the surfaces rather than
at an angle because relatively thin films are used with periodic
Fig. 7 Atomic mass density (blue) and velocity (orange) profiles for DM2H
at: 80 1C, 20 m s1 ( _gE 109 s1), and; 0.50 GPa (a), 1.00 GPa (b), 2.00 GPa
(c). Time-averaged for the final 5 nm of sliding.
Fig. 8 Atomic mass density (blue) and velocity (orange) profiles for
DM2H at: 80 1C, 1.0 GPa, and; 5 m s1 (a), 40 m s1 (b), 100 m s1 (c).
Time-averaged for final 5 nm of sliding.
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boundary conditions in the x and y directions in order to make
the simulations computationally feasible.6,17
Relationship between flow and friction
Given the fact that shear localisation occurs for a wide range of
condensed phase materials (see Introduction), it might be
reasonably expected that a common principle applies across
the range of different types.19 The critical question to consider
is: why would a fluid film shear inhomogeneously rather than
with a linear velocity gradient? The principle of least work or
minimisation of heat production may go some way to explain
this effect, which is encapsulated in basic form in the following
equation, for a fluid undergoing Couette flow:
:q = Z _g2hS2 (1)
where :q is the rate of heat production, Z is the shear viscosity, _g
is the strain rate, and S is a cross-sectional dimension. For
Couette flow, _g = vs/h, where vs is the difference in velocity
between the slabs and h is the measured thickness of the
lubricant film. If there is shear localisation over a thickness,
Dh, then, assuming the solid-like region is not sheared, the
‘actual’ strain rate is vs/Dh. The localisation thickness, Dh, can
range from near zero to h, the measured film thickness. The
product of the actual strain rate and the localisation thickness,
_gDh, must be constant to a first approximation (the exact value
of Dh can be difficult to specify). Hence, from eqn (1):
:q p Z(g) _g (2)
There is an energetic advantage, therefore, in having localisation
of the shear as, if the actual strain rate is larger than the Couette
case and the fluid is shear thinning,38 then the rate of heat
production (or equivalently work performed) will be reduced
in proportion to the decrease in viscosity due to enhanced
shear thinning.16 Moreover, the solid-like region will have an
increased thermal conductivity,3 leading to more efficient
thermal dissipation when the shear is localised. A combination
of these factors mean that, at high pressure shear localisation
can reduce the magnitude of the friction coefficient relative
to Couette flow.
The slope of the friction coefficient with log(strain rate) is
also reduced when fluids undergo shear localisation. This is
intuitive since the region in which the shear is localised can be
viewed as a strongly shear thinning liquid or, in extreme cases,
as a slip plane between two solid-like layers.16 In the former
case, because the thickness of the liquid-like region grows with
increasing strain rate (see Fig. 8), the actual strain rate, and
thus the friction coefficient, becomes less sensitive to the applied
strain rate. In the latter case, invariance of the friction coefficient
to the applied strain rate is expected, as it is for sliding between
elastic–plastic solids.69
Recall that increased pressure generally leads to stronger
shear localisation (Fig. 6 and 7), an increase in the magnitude
of the friction coefficient, but a reduction in the slope of the
friction coefficient with log(strain rate) (Fig. 5). Thus, although
the reduction in the slope from stronger shear localisation can
clearly be observed in Fig. 5, the decrease in the magnitude of
the friction coefficient must be masked by other effects. Specifically,
increasing the pressure also increases the fluid viscosity, leading to
higher friction.1 Although the magnitude of the friction coefficient
increases in systems at higher pressure, which show more shear
localisation, it is lower than would be expected were Couette flow to
be enforced under the same conditions.
When the limiting shear stress is reached, the friction
coefficient becomes insensitive to both strain rate and pressure.6
The results of this study (Fig. 5) suggest that this will only occur for
bulky traction fluid molecules at high pressure, which show
significant deviation from Couette flow, i.e. strong shear locali-
sation (Fig. 7). Thus, these results support strong shear localisation
as the physical origin of the limiting shear stress, one of several
proposed explanations in the literature.6,72 One might also
tentatively suggest that the limiting shear stress is reached
upon the transition from CL to PS,6 although more research is
needed to confirm this.
The experimental results suggest that the limiting shear
stress was approximately 0.1 GPa for both DM2H and DCMP
at 1.0 GPa and 80 1C, which is similar to that reported from
earlier experiments for the latter.69 The NEMD simulations
(Fig. 5c and d) suggest a higher limiting shear stress (approximately
0.25 GPa) and at 1.0 GPa applied pressure, the friction coefficient
still increases with log(strain rate). This discrepancy, along with the
overestimated friction coefficient for the traction fluids at high
pressure (Fig. 5c and d) may have at least two explanations. Firstly,
the phase transitions critical to the friction behaviour, may occur
under different conditions in the simulations (dependent on the
MD force-field)56 than in the experiments. Specifically, for the
traction fluids, the friction results suggest that shear localisation,
which reduces both the magnitude of the friction coefficient and its
slope with log(strain rate), occurs under milder conditions, and to a
greater degree, in the experiments compared to the NEMD simula-
tions. Secondly, the thinner NEMD film thickness (Table 3) relative
to the experiments (Table 1), could lead to differences in the relative
sizes of the solid-like and liquid-like regions under equivalent
conditions as well as variations in thermal dissipation. It should
be noted, however, that there is generally good agreement between
the results of the tribology experiments and NEMD simulations,
particularly for the lubricants.
The differences in the friction behaviour between the two
lubricants are clear in both the experiments and the NEMD
simulations. Squalane (Fig. 4a) gives a consistently higher
friction than DEHS (Fig. 4b) under all the conditions studied.
Molecular factors that promote low EHL friction include linear
chains and flexible groups, such as ester linkages, that reduce
energy barriers for neighbouring molecules to slide over one
another.3 Both molecules include linear backbones of the same
length (24 atoms); however, squalane includes several methyl
branches, while DEHS has two ethyl branches as well as two
flexible ester linkages (Fig. 1). This additional flexibility and
molecular ‘smoothness’ leads to a significantly lower friction
for DEHS than squalane. In future studies, more molecular
structures could be compared and similar methodologies to
those used here could be used to design new molecules with
specific levels of EHL friction.
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The differences between the two traction fluids are far more
subtle. At low pressure (r0.55 GPa), the shear stress of DCMP
(Fig. 4d) has a slightly steeper slope with log(strain rate) than
for DM2H (Fig. 4c). This difference can be explained through
the NEMD simulations, where DCMP has a more Couette-like
profile at 0.50 GPa (see ESI†) while DM2H shows some central
localisation (Fig. 7a). At higher pressures (40.55 GPa), DM2H
and DCMP have virtually identical friction and flow behaviour
in both the experiments and NEMD simulations. Both traction
fluids have similar molecular structures (Fig. 1), with cyclohexane
groups in their chair confirmation meaning that they have steric
bulk in three dimensions.
An increased knowledge of the friction and flow behaviour
of confined fluids from tribology experiments and NEMD
simulations, as used in this study, could help to accelerate
the design of both new lubricants which give lower friction,
and new traction fluids that give higher friction. For example,
lubricants which are more susceptible to shear localisation
under EHL conditions could lead to lower friction. Shear
localisation could be perhaps be promoted by using strongly
layered lubricants, such as ionic liquids.12,73,74 Conversely, including
a mixture of different traction fluid molecules to suppress the
formation of solid-like regions and thus shear localisation should
increase EHL friction, particularly at high strain rates.
Conclusions
A combination of tribometer experiments and confined NEMD
simulations has been used to investigate the effect of molecular
structure on friction and nonequilibrium phase behaviour. An
extensive parameter study, including several lubricant and traction
fluid molecules subjected to pressures (0.5–2.0 GPa) and strain
rates (104–1010 s1) typical of the EHL regime, suggests clear
relationships between the friction and flow behaviour.
In both the tribometer experiments and NEMD simulations,
lubricant molecules generally give a low friction coefficient
which increases with both strain rate and pressure. Conversely,
traction fluid molecules give a high friction coefficient which
has a much weaker dependence on strain rate and pressure.
This behaviour can be rationalised through analysis of flow
profiles from the NEMD simulations which suggest significant
shear localisation, particularly in the traction fluids.
Nonequilibrium phase changes, which were first identified
in NEMD simulations of simple Lennard-Jones fluids, have also
been observed here, for the first time, in well-characterised
molecular fluids. All of the fluids investigated display some
shear localisation at high pressure. Both lubricants and traction
fluids show central localisation, where the regions of the fluid
close to the slab become solid-like and only the central, liquid-
like region is sheared. At very high pressure, the traction fluids
also show plug slip, where the centre of the film becomes solid-
like and the shear occurs close to, but not at, the confining walls.
The traction fluid molecules, which have bulky cycloaliphatic
groups, show a higher propensity for shear localisation, and
only exhibit Couette flow at low pressure or very high strain rate.
Higher pressure induced more pronounced shear localisation,
whilst increasing the strain rate resulted in a widening of the
sheared, liquid-like region. Shear localisation generally leads to
a decrease in both themagnitude of the friction coefficient and the
slope of its increase with log(strain rate) compared to Couette flow.
For most of the fluids and conditions considered, the
variation in the shear stress with log(strain rate) in the NEMD
simulations is in good agreement with thermally corrected
values from tribometer experiments conducted at lower strain
rates. This study has important implications with respect to
utilising tribometer experiments and NEMD simulations to
predict and control EHL friction. Specifically, they suggest that
a range of molecules show significant deviations from planar
Couette flow under EHL conditions, meaning that models
currently used to predict friction in this regime may require
modification to account for this. Moreover, the techniques
applied here show significant potential to accelerate the design
of new lubricant and traction fluid molecular structures.
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